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An ideal laser for hair reduction in ethnic skin
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Abstract
There are various types of lasers available for hair reduction, but the choice of an ideal laser for ethnic skin has its own limitations. The choice of the right laser for 
the right skin type is very important. Before starting with the laser therapy, it is important to assess the skin type, the fluence, the pulse duration and the type of laser 
to be used.

Introduction 
Hirsutism refers to the growth of coarse terminal hair in females 

that follows a male like pattern, most commonly in the upper lip area, 
beard area, abdomen, or chest [1-4].  Laser systems that are commonly 
used for the treatment of hirsutism include the ruby laser (694 nm), the 
diode laser (800 nm), the alexandrite laser (755 nm) and the Nd:YAG 
laser (1084 nm) and Intense Pulse Light (IPL) laser. The diode laser and 
alexandrite laser are considered effective in treatment of hirsutism in 
dark skinned patients [5,6]. The response of hairs to these laser systems 
is variable and not complete. Because melanin in the epidermis and 
in the hair follicle have nearly identical absorption spectra, laser hair 
removal poses a real risk of epidermal injury, especially in darker skin 
types [7,8]. The long pulsed diode (810 nm) and Nd:Yag (1064 nm) have 
combined longer wavelengths, extended pulse durations, and active 
epidermal cooling to provide the greatest efficacy with the lowest side 
effect profile in treating skin phototypes IV-VI. [9,10].   When the long-
pulsed diode to treat skin phototypes IV-VI is used, pulse durations 
of 100 milliseconds or longer improve the ability to treat darker skin 
more safely. In terms of treating very dark skin, phototype VI  very long 
pulse durations (400 ms) have been reported  and aggressive adjunctive 
skin cooling are required. Because of its longer wavelength, the Nd:Yag 
has been shown to be the safest laser to treat darker skin types [11,12].  
Its longer wavelength minimizes epidermal melanin absorption and 
maximizes wavelength penetration to the dermal hair follicular unit. 

During laser hair removal, a laser beam passes through the skin to 
an individual hair follicle. The intense heat of the laser damages the hair 
follicle, resulting in reduction of the number of hairs and the quality 
of hair [13,14]. Hair will be less noticeable, finer, and possibly lighter. 
The degree of hair reduction depends on the number of treatments. 
Laser hair removal focuses on the endogenous chromophore melanin, 
which is mainly found in the hair shaft, with a small amount present 
in the upper third of the follicular epithelium. When an appropriate 
energy source (such as a laser) is directed at the skin, light is primarily 
absorbed in the hair shaft melanin. Hair removal lasers generally work 
on the principle of selective photothermolysis, based on selective 
absorption of laser energy by the components of the hair follicle. The 
target chromophore is melanin contained by the follicle, which has 
a broad absorption spectrum.  Wavelengths between approximately 
700 and 1000 nanometers (nm) are selectively absorbed by melanin; 
the competing chromophores (oxyhemoglobin and water) absorb less 
energy at these wavelengths. 

Discussion
Permanent hair reduction means that the majority of undesirable 

hairs will be destroyed and not re-grow. Potentially, it may leave 
a smaller percentage of finer or light vellus hair [15].   Pigmented 
hairs are permanently destroyed and the finer less pigmented hairs 
normally reduce and achieve long term removal. We should use the 
term long term hair reduction rather than permanent hair removal 
as the laser technology is hardly two decades old. Melanin content 
and pulse duration are two important criteria for achieving effective 
hair reduction with lasers. Effective hair reduction is possible if the 
melanin within the hair shaft, hair follicle epithelium, and the heavily 
pigmented matrix, and also the stem cells in the area of the bulge, are 
targeted [16,17]. Only lasers with wavelengths ranging from 630 to 
1100 nm can irradiate the entire length of anagen hair extenging 2–5 
mm into the dermis. In addition, pulse duration serves as an important 
parameter for effective photoepilation which should be shorter than 
or equal to the TRT of the hair shaft. Both melanin content and TRT 
increase as the diameter of the hair shaft increases. A terminal hair has 
an average diameter of 60–80 µm. Vellus hairs are <40 µm in diameter 
and contain little melanin, while the intermediate hair would fall 
somewhere in between [18]. Therefore, for intermediate or a finer hair, 
a shorter TRT would be required which is not fully safe in darker skin, 
as it might be insufficient for an optimum cooling of the epidermis. In 
such a scenario, it is quite understandable that it is far easier and safer 
to remove a terminal hair than an intermediate hair, and even less so, 
a vellus hair. This is one of the reasons that most laser hair reduction 
studies have been performed on dark terminal hair only. The response 
to laser hair reduction varies depending on the type of hair. Dark, coarse 
terminal hair responds better than fine, low-density intermediate hair.

Different types of lasers used for hair reduction [18,19] are: 
Ruby laser 694 nm; Alexandrite laser--755 nm; Diode laser--800 nm; 
Neodymium-yttrium-aluminium-garnet (Nd:YAG) laser--1064 nm; 
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Intense Pulsed Light System (IPL) without heat--550-1200 nm. We will 
now discuss the pros and cons of each laser one by one.                    

The Diode Laser (Figure 1 and 1a) is most effective for darker skin 
types and is less effective on dark coarse hair. It covers large areas and 
has fast repetition rates, allowing brisk treatment of large body areas 
[20,21].  Diode lasers are solid-state laser devices that have been very 
well received over the past several years because of their reliability and 
their ability to penetrate even deeper into the skin, thus, allowing even 
darker and perhaps tanned individuals to be successfully treated for 
epilation of unwanted hair. In a study, a comparative study was done 
of different type of lasers and it was seen that best results were obtained 
with diode laser followed by alexandrite laser [22]. These devices also 
use sophisticated cooling apparatus, thus, assuring increased safety 
for our patients. The most popular of the diode laser systems for hair 
removal is the LightSheer produced by Lumenis, Santa Clara, Calif. 
This is an 810 nm diode laser with pulse widths that vary from 5 up 
to a newly introduced model, up to 400 milliseconds, allowing darker 
skin types to be easily treated. The spot size is 12×12 mm, and it uses 
a fast repetition rate of 2 Hz, as well as fluences between 10 and 60 
J/cm2. It has its own contact cooling device known as ChillTip in its 
stand-alone version and Sapphire Cooled Tip in the Lumenis One 
model. The better results obtained with the diode laser may had been 
enhanced partly by the cooling effect of the integrated sapphire and the 
pressure exerted by it on the skin. Sapphire is ideal, as it has excellent 
thermal characteristics and operates as a heat sink removing heat from 
the epidermis. This enables the target structures to be heated more 
efficiently, so that less fluences are required, resulting in less thermal 
load on the epidermis [23-25].

The  long pulse Neodymium-yttrium aluminum–garnet laser 
(Nd:Yag laser)  can be safely used in all skin types, including tanned 
patients. Large coverage areas and fast repetition rates allow large areas 
to be treated quickly. It causes more discomfort during treatment. It 

is also less effective for fine and light hair than other lasers [26,27]. 
The long pulsed Nd:YAG (Figures 2 and 2a)  is the safest laser for hair 
removal in darker skin types. Two factors contribute to the safety of 
the long pulsed Nd:YAG in darker skin types. First, the wavelength of 
the Nd:YAG (1064 nm) is at the end of the absorption spectrum of 
melanin. This wavelength is sufficient to achieve significant thermal 
injury in dark coarse hairs while sparing epidermal pigment. Secondly, 
the adjustable pulse width of long pulsed Nd:YAG lasers allows the 
laser energy to be delivered over a longer period of time allowing for 
the heat to dissipate and sufficient epidermal cooling to occur [28,29] 
long-pulsed Nd:YAGlaser, 1064 nm wavelength, has emerged as an 
effective hair removal system with lesserside effects. The long-pulsed 
Nd:YAG lasers are receiving the most attention at this time, and 
numerous systems are available using this long wavelength of light. At 
this wavelength of light, melanin absorption is reduced, which require 
higher fluences (power) to damage the hair effectively. Epidermal 
cooling devices incorporated into these devices ensure a reduction in 
the potential for epidermal injury and allow them to be successfully 
used in patients with dark skin (up to skin type VI). The 1064 nm 
wavelength Nd YAG laser is the safest wavelength for the treatment 
of olive to dark skin types. It is this lesser attraction to melanin that 
gives it a larger margin of safety when performing laser hair removal on 
darker skin types as it bypasses the surface colour of the skin.

Intense Pulsed Light Devices  are not lasers, but are “laser 
equivalents” in the sense that they use the same concept of selective 
photothermolysis to accomplish hair removal. IPL devices (Figures 3 
and 3a) are more difficult to use than lasers and require a very skilled 
and experiences technician to operate [30,31]. The IPL systems, a 
nonlaser light source, have evolved steadily over this period and, today, 
remain one of the most common and dependable epilation modalities 
available. IPL is far less effective than Laser Hair Removal. The energy 
is produced by a lamp, a little like a light bulb, and produces a variety 
of light waves, meaning that it is more diffuse and less powerful. It is 
usually limited to use on fairer skin types [32,33]. IPL devices also offer 
sophisticated, computer driven precision and tremendous versatility, 
the key benefit of IPL system is its cost-effectiveness. Larger treatment 
areas can be easily treated because of larger spot size. By pulsating, 
this IPL technology breaks up the light energy to create a skin cooling 
effect so that the skin’s surface is spared from the higher thermal 
temperatures [33,34]. Laser intergrated cooling systems are also used 
to cool the epidermis.       

Long Pulsed Alexandrite 755 nm laser is also used worldwide. It 
is an effective laser with more depth of penetration in comparison to 
IPL and Nd YAG lasers [35,36]. It exerts effect on the hair follicle by 
applying the principle of selective photothermolysis.

In terms of efficacy, the shorter wavelength (diode) laser is 

Figure 1. Treatment by the Diode Laser.

Figure 2. Treatment by The long pulsed Nd:YAG.

Figure 3. Treatment by IPL devices.
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generally regarded as more effective because of ‘melanin’s higher 
absorption value which decreases with increasing wavelength [37]. 
However, the longer wavelength Nd: YAG laser is considered ideal for 
treating patients with darker skin, due to reduced scatter and deeper 
penetration of the laser light. Also, shorter pulse durations can be more 
safely used with the Nd: YAG laser than with the diode [38,39]. This 
is an additional advantage when dealing with finer hair with shorter 
Thermal Relaxation Time (TRT).

Conclusions
To conclude, for Indian skin, diode laser is the ideal laser affecting 

coarse thick hairs, whereas IPL laser is not suitable for dark skinned 
Indians as it targeted only fine hairs. Choosing the right machine is 
very important especially in ethnic skin. One should select a machine 
with right spot size, fluence, pulse width and frequency. Also, selecting 
the right settings depending on the skin type, color, hair color and hair 
thickness is very important. Also, one should have good cooling devices. 
For refractory cases of hirsutism , proper work up of the patients is 
essential to rule out any cases of polycystic ovarian disease. Last but 
not the least, is timely servicing and maintainance of the machines is 
also important. 
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